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POTENTIAL PROCESSES

BY

R. V, CHACON

Abstract. The prototype of a potential process is a stochastic process which

visits the same points in the same order as a Markov process, but at a rate

obtained from a nonanticipating time change. The definition of a potential

process may be given intrinsically and most generally without mention of a

Markov process, in terms of potential theory. The definition may be given

more directly and less generally in terms of potentials which arise from

Markov processes, or more directly than this, as suitably time-changed

Markov processes. The principal purpose of studying the class of potential

processes, which may be shown to include martingales as well as Markov

processes themselves, is to give a unified treatment to a wide class of

processes which has potential theory at its core. That it is possible to do so

suggests that potential rather than martingale results are central to the study

of Markov processes. Furthermore, this also suggests that it is not the

Markov property itself which makes Markov processes tractable, but rather

the potential structure which can be constructed with the assistance of the

Markov property. The general theory of potential processes is developed in

a forthcoming paper. It will be shown there that a Markov process subject to

an ordinary continuous nonanticipating time change is a local potential

process. It may be seen, by examining examples, that it is necessary to

consider randomized stopping times and randomized nonanticipating time

changes in the general case. In the forthcoming paper a more general notion

than randomized nonanticipating time changes is used to obtain a char-

acterization of potential processes. It is an open problem whether randomi-

zation itself is sufficient in the general case, and whether ordinary nonantic-

ipating time changes are sufficient for continuous parameter martingales

and Brownian motion on the line. The emphasis in the present paper will be

on developing the theory of discrete parameter martingales as a special case

of the general theory.

1. Introduction. Let M be a Markov process with stationary transition

probabilities and let {T,M, t E [0, co)) be its associated semigroup of transfor-

mations on the space of measures on the state space. The potential operator

UM is the linear operator on the space of measures ju given by

UMP = \Jo

00        IS

T,up dt.

It is clear from the definition that the potential operator has the property that
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if ps is the distribution of the Markov process stopped at s, where j is a

bounded stopping time, then UMps is monotonically decreasing with increas-

ing s, if the potential operator is finite. More generally, Um(psW - pt(2j) > 0,

where s(l) < i(2) are two bounded stopping times, for any process. It is this

fact, that the potential can be used to keep track of the relative stage of

development of the process, even with respect to shopping times, which makes

potentials useful.

Brownian motion B on R ' is recurrent and so UBp is infinite if the measure

p is positive. If the measure pis & signed measure with \i(R ') = 0 and with

finite first moment, then UBp is not only finite but is absolutely continuous

with respect to Lebesgue measure and its Radon-Nikodym derivative is given

by

dUBp .
-¿-J\x-y\p(dy).

It is convenient to refer to this integral as the potential density of p (with

respect to Brownian motion B), and to denote it by p^x). Note that the

integral p^x) is finite whenever the measure p is finite and has finite first

moment, even though it may not always be the Radon-Nikodym derivative of

the potential with respect to Brownian motion.

The general program is to indicate in detail how potentials can be used in

the study of martingales in the present paper, and then to show how to define

potential processes and to develop the general theory in a forthcoming paper.

Very roughly, if the potential in question is the potential of a Markov process,

then its associated potential processes are related to the potential in the same

way that martingales are related to the potential given by the operator UB. In

the present paper some standard and not so standard martingale results are

given potential proofs. The results are intended as samples of the sort of

theorems which can be proved for general potential processes, and the proofs

given are intended as hints of the proofs needed in the general case. The

ordinary martingale results represent the work of many authors, some of

whom are mentioned in the bibliography. The papers connecting potential

theory and Markov processes are so well-known that no explicit reference is

made to them. There are several areas which have not been considered. It is

possible to give a particularly simple definition of stochastic integral with

respect to martingales using the potential function. The key observation is

that potential functions reduce stochastic measures to real measures by

looking at the potential at each x in R. The same construction can be made to

apply to potential processes giving, for example, a definition of stochastic

integral with respect to arbitrary Markov processes. It is also possible to

interpret the quadratic variation of a martingale in terms of the potential, and

it seems likely that some of the inequalities of martingale transforms would
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carry over to the general case. More specific conjectures suggested by these

considerations are the following:

(1) Let M be a real-valued Markov process with infinitesimal generator L

and let f(x) be a function in the domain of L such that Lf = 1. If F is a

stochastic process such that/( v,) - t is a martingale and such that it has the

same hitting probabilities as M, then Y and M are equivalent in the sense of

having the same joint distributions.

(2) If two processes have the same hitting distributions, then each is a

nonanticipating time change of the other.

2. Properties of the potential in R '. Let p be a measure defined on the Borel

field of Rx, and call a positive measure having total measure one a unit

measure, reserving the name probability measure for the measure of the

probability space (S2, ÍF, P). The force of p is defined by

W=iq(x-y)n(dy),

where

Í -1, x < 0,
q(x) = \ 0, x - 0,

U x > 0,
and the potential of p is defined by

P^x) = j-\x - y\¡i(dy).

It follows that

7Vi>2) - 7V(*i) = - [*%(*) ds,

so that the potential function is either finite or infinite everywhere, and if

finite it is uniformly continuous with modulus of continuity bounded by

p(7?') since |í;(í)|< n(Rx).

A key property of the potential function is that it is monotone for

martingales. This follows from the fact that if p0 is the unit mass at x0 and if

p, is a unit measure with center of mass at ;c0, then pN(x) < p,J,x).

Lemma 2.1. 7/u, is a unit measure with center of mass at x0 and i/p0 is the

mass at xQ, then

/V,(*) < -|*-*o| *"/»*(*)•

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that x0 = 0. That -\x\ is the

potential of the unit mass at the origin is trivial. Thatp^x) < — \x\ follows,

for x > 0, from

P,(x)= -f\x-y\ii(dy) < - j(x-y)ii(dy)^ -x,
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and for x < 0 from

/>„(*)- -f\x-y\K4y)- -J\-x+y\n(4y)

< -f(-*x+y)ii(4r)~x.

Lemma 2.2. J//i, awa* u2 are unit measures with the same center of mass then,

ifx >0,

|/V,(*) -/»*(*)! < 2|/°Wi(<6') + ft(*)) .
I*'*

a«a* // j: < 0,

KW -^2W| < 2 f y(Pi((fy) + P2(dy)) ,
•'-co

so that lim^J^x) - p^x)) = 0.

Proof. We will prove the lemma for x > 0.

-J((x-y) -|* -j'Dmií*) -/((* - jO -|* -^l)^),
since /(* - jOPiC^O = /(* - y)p2(dy). Further (x - >-) - |jc - y\ - 0 if y
< x and (x - y) — \x - y\ = 2(x - y) if y > x, so that

/»„(*) -iftW = 2/°°(x -^)(M,(a» - M2(a»),

from which the lemma follows since -y < (x - y) < 0 if 0 < x < y.

Lemma 2.3. If jti, and p2 are unit measures such that p^x) > p^x), then px

and jttj have the same center of mass.

Proof. Comparep^(x) andpM2(x) with -\x - jc,| and — |jc — x2\, wherex,

is the center of mass of jtt, and x2 is the center of mass of n2 in order to show

that x, = x2. Lemma 2.2 implies that

lim  p  (x)+\x- Xl\=0, lim  p  (x) + \x - x2\ = 0.
|x|-*co     r' M~»°°

Since p^x) - pH(x) > 0, and

\x - x2\-\x - x,|- (P¡¡i(x) +\x- x2\)

- (/v,(*) +1* - *•!) + (^W-^(4

the limits imply that

liminf U - x7\-\x - x,\> 0.
\x\-*<x>    ' '      ' '
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This in turn implies that xx = x2 since \x - x2\ - \x — jc,| equals (xx - x^ if

x > max(x,, x2) and it equals (x2 — jc,) if x < inf(jc,, x2).

A sequence of measures {p„} is said to converge weakly to p, and write

H,, =» u provided that \imn^Af dpn = // op, for each continuous function /

having compact support.

Lemma 2.4. If { u„} » a sequence of unit measures and if ¡in => ¡i, then

lim sup p (x) < p (x).
/I—>00

Proof. Let g(y) be a continuous function having compact support and

such that - \x - y\ < g(y) < 0. Then

/>J*) -/"I* -y\V*{dy) <fg(y)tin(dy) < 0,
so that

lim sup p (x) < f g(y)ii(dy) < 0.
n-»oo ^

Letting g( v) -> - |jc - y\, lim sup^^ p^(x) < /^(x).

The next two lemmas were obtained for R" in [2].
I

Lemma 2.5. If {pn) ¿s a sequence of unit measures such that ¡in => p an¿ íhcA

/Aa/ l^^^p^íxg) exists for some x0E Rx, then lim„_>00pHi(x) exists for all

x E Rl and there is a constant C > 0 5«cA /Aa/

Furthermore, if there is a unit measure v such that pAx) > Pv(x) for all

x E Rl and all n, then p is a unit measure and C = 0.

Proof. Lemma 2.4 implies thatp/l(.x0) is finite. Since

■oto

and since it is easy to see that

the first part of the lemma follows at once with C a real constant. That C > 0

follows from Lemma 2.4.

To see the second part of the lemma, note that if /»^(jc) > p„(x) where the

measures are unit measures, then lim^^u,, ((-/?, R)) = 1 uniformly in n,

since otherwise inf„p (jc) = - co for each x E Rx, and hence p is a unit

measure. Sincep^(x) — p„(x) > C > 0 and as this implies pM(x) > p„(x), we

may apply Lemma 2.3 to see that u and v have the same center of mass, and

then Lemma 2.2 to obtain that
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lim  p(x)-p,(x) = 0.
\x\-KX)

Since p^x) - p„(x) > C > 0, this implies that C = 0.

Lemma 2.6. If { p„} is a sequence of unit measures such that limn_¥eopA.x)

exists for all x £ R ', then /i„ =» p for some measure p, and p is uniquely

determined by the limit utn„_>M p^x).

Proof. It follows easily by integration by parts that each smooth function/

having compact support may be written as

f(y) -\¡\y- x\n*) dx,

and hence for such /,

ff(y)Hn(dy) = \j¡\x-y\p.Jdy)f"(x)dx - I jpjx)f(x) d*.

Since f"(x) is bounded and has compact support, and since pAx) converges

uniformly on bounded intervals limn_>00//(>')pn(a» exists for smooth func-

tions with compact support. This, as is well known, is sufficient to imply the

existence of a unique p such that pn => p.

3. Optional sampling. If y is a random variable, denote the distribution of v

by n(y) so that the potential function of y,py(x) = pM(>l)(jc). Let {'S,, t E 7}

be an increasing family of a-fields contained in S. We say that r(u), u £ ß,

is a stopping time of {S,, t E 7} provided that r(u) is a finite 7-valued

random variable such that for each / E 7, {w: r(u>) < /} E S,. To avoid the

excessive use of subscripts the notation r(k, u) is used instead of rk(u), and

for simplicity we sometimes write r(k) instead of r(k, w).

A sub (super) martingale is a stochastic process {y,, 'S,, t E 7} such that

for each bounded stopping time r, yr is an Sr measurable random variable

and for each pair r(T) < r(2) of bounded stopping times,

fyrU,u)(u)P(do>) < (>) jyr{2,u)(u>)P(du).

A martingale is a process which is both a sub and a supermartingale, so that

for each martingale {v,, 'S,, t E 7} there is a constant K such that for r a

bounded stopping time, Jyr = K.

Lemma 3.1a. The stochastic process {y,, 'S,, t E 7} is a martingale if and

only if for each pair r(l) < r(2) of bounded stopping times,

Pyjx) > PyJx)>

where pM(x) is the potential function ofym, i = 1, 2.

Proof. Suppose that {y,, S,, t £ 7} is a martingale. Then for each real x,
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{x - y„ %, t ET) is also a martingale and {\x - y,\, Vf,, / £ T) is a

submartingale. Then

-p>J*) -jï* -y*»\ </i* - M - -w**
Next, suppose that /^„(x) > py¡ (x). Since both measures are unit

measures, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that they have the same center of mass,

and hence fyrW ■ fyrriy Since this is true for each pair of bounded stopping

times, it follows that {y,, $,, / E 7"} is a martingale. This concludes the proof

of the lemma.

An important notion in the study of martingales is that of a standard

stopping time. A stopping time r is a standard stopping time provided that

there exists a sequence {r(n)} of bounded stopping times such that

^mn-*a>r(n) = r w*tn probability one, and such that lim,,.,,,,,/»   (x) = pyr(x).

Lemma 3.2. Let {yt, %,t E T) be a martingale. If r is a stopping time of the

process, then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) r is a standard stopping time;

(b) ifr(n) - inf(r, n) then hm^p^Jx) - pyr(x);

(c) there exists a sequence {r(n)} of standard stopping times such that

lim/1_00r(/i) ■ r with probability one, and such that \\mn^œpy ^(x) = pyr(x);

(d) f\yr\ < oo and lim valn^J{r>n)\yn\ - 0.

Proof. Since {y,, %, t E T) is a martingale, it follows easily that (a), (b)

and (c) are equivalent. To see that (a), (b) and (c) imply (d), note first that it

is assumed in (a), (b) and (c) that f\yr\ = py(0) is finite, sincepy(x) is finite.

Next, letting f(n) = inf(r, n), note that

\y-rM\ -\yr\= X{r>n)(\yn\-\yr\)

where X{r>n) *s the characteristic function of the set {r > n). This implies

that

Since Kttin-d(r>n)\yr\ - 0, (b) implies (d). On the other hand, if /|,y,| is finite

it follows from the same equation that lim '^„^^„^y^ = 0 implies that

there exists a subsequence {n(k)} such that

and since p(yH„W)) => n(yr), that

by Lemma 2.5, so that (d) implies (a). Note that since P^x) is monotonically
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decreasing, this argument also tells us that there is a further equivalent

condition:

(e) }\yr\ < co and limn^M/{r>n)|y„\ = 0.

Lemma 3.1b. The stochastic process {y,, Sn t £ 7} is a martingale if and

only if for each pair r(l) < r(2) of standard stopping times, TV ( (x) > py  (x).

Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.1a, the definition of standard stopping

times, and Lemma 3.2(b).

Lemma 3.3. If {y,, S,, t E 7} is a martingale and t is a standard stopping

time, then any stopping time r < / is also a standard stopping time.

Proof. Since / is a standard stopping time, if t(n) — inf(/, n), then

(i)PyrJx)>p^Jx)>Pyi(x)and
(ii) limn_00Py-Jx) = py(x).Thc sequence r(n) = inf(rt, r) satisfies

TV (x) > TV     (x) > TV      > Pv (x)ryn«)K '     ^(«+dv '     07(«+i)     ry,K '

by Lemmas 3.1a and 3.1b. Since p(yf(„^) => ii(yr), Lemma 2.5 implies that

lim„_00 p^(> (x) = TV(x), and hence r is a standard stopping time.

The next result is due to Doob and is known as the optional sampling

theorem in the case that 7 is the set of nonnegative integers.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that {y,, S,,t E T) is a martingale and suppose that

{/•(/), / E 7) is a family of standard stopping times with r(t(l)) < r(t(2)) if

t(l) < t(2). Then {yr(t), Sr,t), t E 7} is a martingale.

Proof. The definition of f,(0 is the following:

Sr0)= [A: A E S,A n {/•(') < r) £ <5r, all r £ 7}.

The theorem follows at once from Lemmas 3.3, 3.1a, b.

4. The martingale convergence theorem. There are several proofs of this

important theorem. The proof given here is based on the properties of the

potential function.

Note first that if {yn, n = 0, 1, 2,... } is a sequence of random variables,

and if

y* » lim sup yn,      yM= lim inf y„,

then there exist sequences {/(«)} and [r(n)} of bounded stopping times such

that

y*= „us y'M>   y*=»i& ?*»
This follows easily by considering functions of the form

snp{yn, 5(1) < n < s(2)},       inf{yn, s'(l) <n< s'(2)},

and then taking the first time after s(2) (or s'(2)) that the sequence {v„} is
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close to each of these functions. The stopping times {/(«)} and {/•(«)} can be

chosen so that r(l) < t(l) < r(2) < t(2) < r(3) < /(3) < ..., so that if

{y„} is a martingale,

PyJ*) > PyJx) >■■> Pyjx) > pyJx),

by Lemma 3.1a. If the martingale satisfies the condition that there exists a

constant K such that ¡\yn\ < K, then ¡\y,\ < K also, for each bounded

stopping time. Since py(0) = —}\y,\, the condition implies that

lim py¡(x) « lim pv  (x) = q(x),

where q(x) is finite. Letting /x(rn) be the distribution of y, and n(t) that of y,,

we have, since n(t„) => p* and ¡i(rn) => pt where p* is the distribution of y*

and j^ is the distribution of y¡, that p* = ¡it by the uniqueness given by

Lemma 2.6.

Theorem 4.1. If {yn, n = 0, 1, 2,... } is a martingale and if there exists a

constant K such that ¡\yn\ < K, then lim^^^,^ exists with probability one.

Remark 4.1. The potential kernel k(x) = — |jc| may be regarded as the sum

of two kernels k(x) = k¡(x) + k2(x), where

k (x) - Í x    iîx<°>       k (x\ = i °        if * < 0.
*,W     10    ifx>0,       *2(JC)     l-jc    ifx>0.

If the potential of a measure /x is defined using kx(x) and A:2(x) as the

potential kernels,

ii,W -/M* ->")/*(*).    ^2m(x) = f k2Íx - y)Kdy),
and

/'jii') = ^1m(x) + ^(^)-

These potentials have applications to sub and supermartingales.

5. Uniform integrability. A very important concept in martingale theory is

that of uniform integrability. The sequence of random variables {yn, n > 0}

is defined to be uniformly integrable if

lim   [ \yK(w)\P(da)-0
(\y.\>N)

uniformly in n. A well-known necessary and sufficient condition for uniform

integrability is that j\yn(u>)\P(du) be bounded in n, and that, if P(A) = 8,

¿¡-♦0 Ja

If t is a stopping time of [yn, n > 0} then t satisfies the conditions that

f\yr\ < oo and hm^f^^yj - 0 if and only if {yrAn} is uniformly

integrable. This follows from the inequalities
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and gives another characterization of standard stopping times for martingales.

In generalizing the notion of a standard stopping time, the characterization in

terms of the potential function is the useful one, however.

The next result gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the uniform

integrability of a martingale in terms of its potential functions. It is the

following.

Lemma 5.1. If {yn, n > 0} is a martingale then the random variables are

uniformly integrable if and only if there exists a unit measure p such that

py,(x) > Pli(x), x E Rl.

Proof. It is known that if {y„, n > 0} is a uniformly integrable martingale

then lÍTn„_00y„ = yK exists almost everywhere and {yn, n > 0, v^} is a

martingale. Lemma 3.1a gives py¡i(x) > pyJ,x). Conversely, if the inequality

holds withpM(jc) replacing pyJ,x), where p is a unit measure, then by the proof

of Theorem 4.1 it follows that urn„_aoyn = yx exists almost everywhere and

also that {y„, n > 0,yx) is a martingale with î\yK(u)\p(du) < co, so that

{y„, n > 0} is uniformly integrable.

6. Uniqueness. The uniqueness lemma used is the second lemma of this

section. The first lemma is a weaker form of it which is given to motivate the

ideas.

Lemma 6.1. Suppose that v.x and ¡i2 are two finite measures on Rl having

finite potential. Ifp^x) = p^x) then p, = p2.

Proof. Let / be a smooth function having compact support. Then

ny)=f-\y-x\f"(x)dx,
and hence

ff(y)N(dy) "ff-\y - x\f(x)dxpx(dy)

= ff"(x)Pllt(x)dx=ff"(x)p^(x)dX

-Jf-\y~ x\f"(x)dxH(dy) -ff(y)H(dy).
Since this relation holds for any smooth function / having compact support,

Pi = fa«
The next lemma is a stronger version of the first, and in higher dimensions

and in a slightly more general form it is known as the domination principle.
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Lemma 6.2. Let px and ¡i2 be finite measures on R ' having finite potential. If

(a)/»„(*)>/>„,(*),*£ M
(b)/V,(x) " Pto(x) on the suPPort o/jLt„ and

(c) lim^^p^x) - p^x) - 0,

then p^(x) = p^(x), x E Rl and hence nx = u2.

Proof. Since /»Ml(x) and p^x) are continuous functions, the set {x:

Pit,(x) > Ppjix)} is an °Pen set which is made up of disjoint open intervals. If

one of these intervals is considered pMl(x) = p^/x) at its end points andp^x)

is a linear function in the interior, since the interior has u, measure zero.

Furthermore, since p^x) is convex, pM2(x) > pMl(x) and hence /»^(x) = /^(x)

on the interval. Note that by (c) it is not necessary to distinguish between

finite and infinite intervals, and thus the set (x: p^(x) > p^x)} is empty.

7. Second moments. The results of this section were obtained for R" in [2].

Lemma 7.1. Let px and u2 be unit measures having finite potential. If

p^x) > pH(x), x E R\ then

/(/V,(x) - /»*(*)) dx = jx2p2(dx) -fx\(dx).

Proof. Approximate   —x2 by functions each of which differs from a

potential by a constant. This is done by considering the potential of a

uniform mass density on a sequence of bounded intervals.

Choose R > 0 and let/Ä(x) be given by

I,    |*| <*,
f«(x)~{0,     \x\>R.

Let a h be the measure with/Ä(x) for its density, and note that the potential of

the measure oR is given by

_   (x)=i-(x2+R2),     \x\<R.

y"y '     \-2\x\R, [x\> R.

Then let vR(x) - P„„(x) + R2, so that vR(x) is a decreasing function of R for

x fixed, and limÄ^M vR(x) = x2.

Note that

fvR(x)p2(dx) =jvR(x)/i,(dx) + f vR(x)p:2(dx) - fvR(x)tix(dx)

"/»*(*) Mi (*0 + f Pas(x)n2(dx) - f paR(x)px(dx)

-/»*(*)Mi(<&) + f (Pk(x) - p^xfio^dx)

= fvR(x)n{(dx) +j(p,2{x) - />„,(*))/* (x) dx.

and letting R -* oo, the lemma follows.
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Lemma 7.2. Let p, be a unit measure having finite potential and let {B,} be

standard brownian motion with initial distribution //.,. If r is any standard

stopping time,

fr(U)P(da) =/x2p2(0-x) -jx\(dx) -/(/»„,(v) - />„(*)) dx,

where p2 is the distribution of Br.

Proof. Since, as is well known, B} — / is a martingale, the result holds for

bounded stopping times. If f(n) = inf(r, «),

BHn+i) - B?M-L(Bji„) - BHh.x))

and the lemma follows by passing to the limit.

8. Balayage of measures. Let p be a unit Borel measure and let 7 be a finite

open interval. Define a unit Borel measure ¡i, to be the balayage of p with

respect to 7, by first defining it for measures which are concentrated on a

finite number of points and then passing to the limit. Let p be a unit measure

concentrated on the points xQ < xx < • • • < x„ and suppose that p(xM) =

ms, where m0 + mx + • • • + mn = 1. Let 7 - (a, b) and assume that

x0 < • • • < xk < a < xk+, < • • • < Xj_, < b < Xj < • • • < x„.

The balayage of p with respect to I is the measure p/ given by

Hj(xs) = ms,       s = 0,. .., k,j, ...,n,

Note that p7 agrees with p on the complement of closure of 7, p., is zero on 7,

and ¡i gives measure to the end points of 7 equal to the measure which would

be deposited there by Brownian motion (or any other martingale having

continuous and unbounded paths) having initial distribution equal to p

restricted to I (we are ignoring the obvious normalization required since p

restricted to 7 is in general not a unit measure). The result of this section

compares the potential function of a measure with the potential function of

its balayage. It is the following lemma.

Lemma 8.1. Let u be a unit measure having finite potential function, let I be a

finite open interval and let ¡i¡ be the balayage of ¡i with respect to I. Then

(ï)pll(x)>PJx),xER_i,

(ii) />„(*) = TVM> x E Ie and _

(iii) TV(x) is a linear function for x £ 7.

Proof. The lemma follows easily from the equation

Jr.
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where F^ is the force function of p, and the corresponding equation for p¡.

9. Conditional potentials and Lebesgue spaces. A measure space (fl, f, P) is

a Lebesgue measure space if it is isomorphic to the unit interval plus a

countable number of points with discrete measure. It is easy to see that any

countably generated measure space is o-field isomorphic to a Lebesgue space.

In this section it is assumed that the probability space is a Lebesgue space.

The point of this assumption is that conditional probabilities will then exist.

The language of measure theory is used rather than that of probability.

A partition fis a collection of pairwise disjoint subsets of fl whose union is

Ü. The elements of f are called partition elements and the partitions may be

regarded as the points of a new space which is denoted by Q/f. The partition

elements may be regarded as points of ß/£ and also as subsets of Ü. Denote

by ff those sets of partition elements whose union, when regarded as subsets

of fi, is in f. Given a set 5f £ SFf define P¡(BS) by

WtO-W U s),
\SeSf   /

where S is a partition element. The measure space (fi/£, <SS, P¡) is called the

factor space of (ñ, ^, P) with respect to £.

Let £ be an arbitrary partition of fl where (fi, $, P) is a unit Lebesgue

measure space, and suppose that each partition element S of f is a measure

space itself, that is, suppose that for each S of ? there is a a-field ^s and a

measure Ps such that (S, %, Ps) is a measure space. Say that (S, <$s, Ps),

S E £, is a canonical system of measures provided that

(a) (S, %, Ps) is a unit Lebesgue space for almost all S with respect to the

factor measure, and

(b) for every set A £ f the set A n S E fs for almost all S with respect

to the factor measure, PS(A n S) is measurable with respect to the factor

a-field ÇFp and

P(A)-[   Ps(AnS)P¡(dS).
JQ/S

An example which makes these ideas clear is the following. Let (fl, $F, ¡i) be

the unit square with the usual Lebesgue sets and Lebesgue measure and let f

be the partition having for partition elements the vertical lines. If each

vertical line is regarded as a measure space by equipping it with its Lebesgue

sets and Lebesgue measure, we have a canonical system of measures with

respect to f. The factor space (ß/f, %s, P() is composed of the vertical lines,

the vertical sets, i.e. the sets which are of the form A X [0, 1], and P( is the

measure P restricted to vertical sets. This space is isomorphic to [0, 1] with

Lebesgue sets and Lebesgue measure.

Let § be an arbitrary collection of subsets of S2 and denote by Ç(§) the
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partition generated by Q , that is, the partition each of whose elements S is of

the form S = DAesC(A), where C(A) is a set-valued function of A, whose

value for each A is either A or the complement of A. It can be shown that

£ (g) . f(F(â)) = f (^(S)). ^(§)is the o-field generated by S, and /•(#) is

the field generated by §. We say that a partition f is measurable if there

exists a countable collection § of ^-measurable sets such that £ (S ) = f.

Theorem 9.1 [12]. Let (fi, ÍF, P) ¿e a Lebesgue space. A necessary and

sufficient condition for a partition to have a canonical system of measures is that

£ be measurable, i.e. that £ be generated by a countable number of measurable

sets.

If z is a random variable and % a countably generated a-field, Theorem 9.1

implies that E{z\@ } can Be written E{z\S} where S £ £(Q) and E{z\S) is

a measurable function of 5 with respect to the factor a-field. Define the

conditional potential function of z given § to be the function of the partition

elements 5 of Ç(§ ) given by

Pi(x\S)=J-\x-y\P{zEdy\S}.

If B is a set of positive probability we define pjx\B) by

pJx\B)=j-\x-y\P{zEdy\B).

Note that the measures need only be finitely additive for the integrals to be

well defined.

Let zn, zx,... ,zk be random variables and let § be the a-field which they

generate. Each partition element S of the partition f (S) is given by

S - {W. ZQ m Xn, ..., zk - xk),

where x0,..., xk are real numbers. We denote S by (xn,..., xk). The

following lemma follows at once from Theorem 9.1.

Lemma 9.1. Let zQ, zx,..., zk+x be random variables and let B = {w:

(z0.zk_x) £ Bk) where Bk is a k-dimensional Borel set. Then

PzkJx\B) = fB        P«*,(x\(xo> • • • ' xk))p{dxn.dxk)

where % is the o-field generated by z0,.. ., zk and where P(dx0,..., dxk) is

another way of writing the factor probability Pe(dS).

Proof. Lemma 9.1 is just a restatement of Theorem 9.1.

Lemma 9.2. Let zQ,.. ., zk+x be random variables such that

Pmm(*\(x» •••' **-■)) < P*(x\(x» • • • ' **-l))'

for all x for almost all (x0,..., xk_x) with respect to the factor probability, and

such that there is strict inequality for some fixed x for (x0,..., xk_x) E Bk,
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where Bk has positive factor probability. Then there is an open interval I, a

constant c and a set Ck C Bk having positive factor probability, such that

Ptt.Sx\(x0, ...,xk_x))<c< p2t(x\(x0,..., xt_,)),

for x E I, (xQ.xk_x) E Ck, and further

P{zkEl\(x0,...,xk_x)}>0

for (x0,. .., xk_x) E Ck.

Proof. A straightforward exercise in measure theory.

10. Embedding theorems. If {y„ t > 0} is a martingale and 0 ■ s(0) < s(l)

< ..., is a sequence of stopping times, then we say that {yt, t > 0} is

transformed into {ysç„r n > 0} by {s(n), n > 0). Two stochastic processes

are said to be equivalent if they have the same joint distributions. The first

theorem implies that sequences of unrestricted stopping times are too general

to be of interest from the point of view of transformations, and the third

theorem implies that sequences of standard stopping times are the appropriate

sequences to be considered if martingales are to be transformed into

martingales.

Theorem 10.1. Let {y„, n > 0} be a discrete parameter stochastic process

and let {B,, t > 0} be standard Brownian motion. If the distributions ofy0 and

B0 are equal, then there exist stopping times 0 = j(0)<$(1)<..., such that

{y„, n > 0} and {Bs(n), n > 0} are equivalent.

Proof. Let {y„, n > 0} be a stochastic process equivalent to (yn, n > 0},

and \tt {yn,n > 0} be measurable with respect to %{Bt, 0 < t < 1}, the field

generated by {B„ 0 < / < 1}. This is possible since ^{B„ 0 < t < 1} is

nonatomic and countably generated and ^{y„, n > 0}, the field generated

by {yn, n > 0), is countably generated, so that there is a field isomorphism of

^{y„, n > 0} onto a subfield of ^{B,, 0 < t < 1} which carries (yn, n > 0}

into an equivalent process {y„, n > 0). The sequence of stopping times is

then defined inductively. Assuming that 0 = s(0) < • • • < s(k) have

already been defined, let s(k + 1) be given by

s(k + l) = M{t:B,=yk+x,t> l,t> s(k)},

k ■ 0, 1, 2,_This clearly completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 10.2 follows at once from Theorem 10.3 and Lemma 7.2 since all

that remains is to show that the stopping times have finite expectations and

that their differences are equal to the differences of the second moments of

the random variables.

Theorem 10.2. Let {y„, n > 0} be a discrete parameter square integrable

martingale and let {B,,t > 0} be standard Brownian motion. If the distributions
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of y 0 and B0 are equal, then there exist stopping times having finite expectations

0 = s(0) < s(l) < ..., such that the joint distributions of { v„, n > 0} and of

izs(.n)} are equal, and

fs(k)-s(k-l)=fy¡-y¡_l.
Dubins remarks that even if the martingale is not square integrable the

stopping times obtained should in some sense be the natural ones. The main

theorem of this section addresses itself to this question.

Theorem 10.3. Let {yn, n > 0} be a discrete parameter martingale and let

{z,, t > 0} be a continuous parameter martingale with continuous and un-

bounded paths. If the distributions of yQ and z0 are equal then there exist

standard stopping times 0 = i(0) < 5(1) < ..., such that the joint distributions

of (y„,n > 0} and of {zj(lt), n > 0} are equal.

The first lemma needed in the proof of Theorem 10.3 is the following.

Lemma 10.1. Let {z,, t > 0) be a martingale with continuous parameter and

continuous and unbounded sample paths, let s be a standard stopping time and

let I be a finite open interval. If r is the stopping time given by

r(u) = inf{/: z, Elc,t> s(u)},

then r is a standard stopping time as well.

Proof. Note that if p(s) is the distribution of zs and if p(r) is the

distribution of zr, then p(r) is the balayage of ¡i(s) with respect to the interval

I. Let A = {u: zs £ 7}. Note that r = s on Ac so that

N'A + "rV » At« + S^A« H*Wa + '(«>rV » '("WA + *(">fc<*

where f(n) = inf(r, n) and s(n) = inf(s, n). This implies that

lim  p.   (x) m p (x),
n_»oo ^z*»)v   '       rz'K   •"

provided that

J™ JMfctu )(x) - P**AzÀx)

where p(»/uzr(n)) *s tiie distribution of ^Áz-(n) and p.(^Azr) is the distribution of

\pAzr. The measure p(\pAzr) is concentrated at the end points of I and the

measure p(u^z?(n)) is concentrated on the closure of I and it converges weakly

to fi(\pAzr), so that the last limit holds. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 10.3. The proof is by induction. Assume that standard

stopping times 0 = j(0) < j(1) < • • • < s(k) are given such that the joint

distributions of {y„, k > n > 0} and of {zs(n), k > n > 0) are equal, and

then find a standard stopping time s(k + 1) such that s(k) < s(k + 1) and

such that the joint distributions of {yn, k + 1 > n > 0) and of {zs,n), k + 1

> n > 0} are equal. This is done in the following way. Let R be the class of
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standard stopping times such that if r E R,

(i) r > s(k), and

(Ü) pZr(x\(zm,..., zs(k)) £ B) > pyk^(x\(y0, ...,yk)E B),

for all B in the Borel field of Rk+' with the property that

P((y0.yk)EB)>0,

where

PykJx\(y0,...,yk)EB)

= - f\x - y\P(yk+x £ dy\(y0, ... ,yk) £ B).

and

p».,(x\(y» ■■•»**) EB)

- -/|x - >-|P(^+1 E a>|(>>0) ...jt)6i).

Order the standard stopping times in R by almost everywhere inequality and

note that every totally ordered subsystem has an upper bound, by Lemma 2.5.

This means that R has a maximal element r(0), by Zorn's lemma. We have

that r(0) > s(k) since all the elements of R have this property. Before letting

s(k + 1) ■ r(0) we need to check that the joint distributions of {yn, k + 1 >

n > 0} and of {zs(n), k + 1 > n > 0} are equal. This follows by Lemma 6.1 if

it can be shown that

(10.1)      P,,(0)(x|(zj(0)) . . . , zm) EB)= p,t+1(x|(.y0, . . . ,yk) E B)

for all B with P((y0, . .. ,yk) E B) > 0. To see this, note that condition (ii)

in the definition of R implies that

Pzrlo)(x\zs(o) = x0, . . . , zs(k) = xk)

> Py>.,(x\yo = xo,...,yk- xk)

and there is equality, which implies the desired equality (10.1), unless there is

a set B0, an interval /, and a constant c such that

M;Ho)(x|zi(0) = x0, . . ., zsCk) = xk) > c

>MÄ+1(xbo = x0, ...,yk = xk)

for x £ / and (x0,..., xk) E B0, where /"((^q, ... ,yk) £ fi0) > 0 and

P(zr(0) EI\ (zi(0),. . . , zs(k) EB0))> 0,

by Lemma 9.2.

Next define r(l) by

inf(/:z, E Ic,t > r(0)} if w £ C,

r(l) = • whereC = {w: (zj(0),. . ., zsik)) E B0},

r, if« EC,
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and note that r(l) is a standard stopping time and r(l) > r(0) on a set of

positive probability, and, by Lemma 8.1,

Pzrll)(X\Zs(0) m Xn,..., zÁk) = xk)

>Pyk(*\yomxo"-"ykmxk)>

for all x, x0.xk unless equality (10.1) holds. This means that the

maximality of r(0) would be contradicted unless (10.1) holds, and this proves

the theorem.

11. The interpolation theorems. In this section the following theorem is

obtained.

Theorem 11.1. If {yn, n > 0} is a discrete parameter martingale then there

exists a continuous parameter martingale {z,, t > 0} with continuous sample

paths such that {y„, n > 0} and {zn, n > 0} have the same joint distributions.

Note that if the sample paths are not required to be continuous there is

nothing to prove since {z,, t > 0} could then be defined by setting z, = y„,

t E [n, n - I), n = 0, 1, 2.and it is trivial that (z,, t > 0} so defined is a

martingale. By using a more complicated construction, a proof similar to that

of Theorem 11.1 would yield

Theorem 11.2. If {y„, n > 0} is a discrete parameter martingale such that

P{y>i *£ yn+i) = h n = 0, 1, 2, ..., then there exists a continuous parameter

martingale {z,, t > 0} with continuous sample paths without intervals of con-

stancy such that {yn, n > 0} and {zn, n > 0} Aau<? the same joint distributions.

Before turning to the proof we introduce some terminology. If {u,, t > 0}

is a martingale and if {/•(/), / > 0} are standard stopping times with continu-

ous sample paths satisfying for almost all u E ß,

(i) r(tx, co) < r(t2, co), /, < /2, and

(ii) r(0, co) = 0,

then say that {/•(/), / > 0) is a standard time change of {«,, / > 0) and call

the martingale {ur(t), t > 0} the image of {«,, / > 0} under the time change

{/•(/), / > 0}. Note that if {»„ / > 0} has continuous sample paths so does its

image, and further, {»,,/> 0} and its image have the same initial random

variable.

Lemma 11.1. Let {«,,/> 0} be a martingale and suppose that 0 = s(0) <

j(l) < ... ,are standard times. Then there exists a standard time change {r(t),

t > 0) such that r(k) = s(k), k = 0, 1, 2.

Proof. Let <i>*(/), k = 1, 2, 3,..., be any continuous, one-to-one, and

order preserving mapping of [k - 1, k) onto [0, oo) and then let

r(t) = sup[s(k - l),mf(4>k(t),s(k))],
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t £ [k - 1, k). It is clear that r(t) is a stopping time for each t, since stopping

times are closed under inf and sup, and it is also clear that the sample paths

are continuous. To see that r(t) is a standard stopping time, we have that if

/ E [k - 1, k), then r(t) < r(k) =■ s(k) and hence r(t) is a standard stopping

time by Lemma 3.3.

Proof of Theorem HI. Apply Theorem 10.3 with the continuous parame-

ter martingale being standard Brownian motion with initial distribution equal

to the distribution of .Vq. Denoting it by {«,, t > 0} we have standard stopping

times 0 =■ i(0) < s(l) < ..., such that the joint distributions of {us{n), n >

0} and of {yn, n > 0} are equal. Applying then Lemma 11.1 we obtain a

standard time {/•(/), / > 0} with r(k) = s(k), k = 0, 1, 2.Then define

z, — ttr(/), t > 0, and the theorem follows at once.

Theorem 11.3, There exists a stochastic process {y,,t> 0} with continuous

sample paths and a positive number a such that {y,,t £ [0, a]} and {yt,t E [a,

oo)} are martingales but {y,, t E [0, oo)} is not.

Proof. Let {Bt, t > 0} be standard Brownian motion starting at the origin,

and let s be the standard stopping time obtained by stopping the Brownian

motion when it reaches either +1 or -1. Let r(l) and r(2) be standard

stopping times such that 0 < r(l) < s < r(2). In the rest of the proof it will

be convenient to consider ß to be the space of paths so that u = «(f), a

continuous real-valued function of t with «(0) = 0 and to(s(u)) — +1 or -1.

Let A be a set such that

P{U = Bríx)EA,Bí = l) = P{c,:Br(x)EAc,Bs = l}=l,

and define the path mapping T for «, E {u: Bs = 1} by Tux = u2, where

£02(f) -
1 + (1-«,(*)),    t > s.

Next, define {zt, t > 0} by letting

( a(t),       uE KXU K2U K3,

Z'(W) - [ Tw(t),    uEK4U K5,

where

Kx = {co: Bs = -1},       K2 = {«: BM E A, Bs = 1, BK2) > 1),

K3 = {u:BrWEAc,Bs= 1, Br(2) < 1},

Kt={u:BrWEA,Bs=\,Brm<l},

K5={u:B,wEAc,Bs=l,BK2)<l).

Finally, let ̂  = z\M, t £ [0, 1) and.y, = z\¿,y t E [ 1, oo), where d>,(/) is

any one-to-one, continuous and order preserving mapping of [0, 1) onto [0,

oo) and <f>2(f) is any one-to-one, continuous and order preserving mapping of
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[ 1, co) onto [0, oo). It follows that {y,,t > 0} is not a martingale, and that its

sample paths are continuous. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.1b can be used to see that it

is a martingale over [0, 1] and [ 1, oo). This completes the proof of Theorem

11.3.
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